
Dear Fellow Investor,

Welcome to Morningstar StockInvestor, and thank you for subscribing.

I have two goals in serving you:

1 To bring you stock recommendations of companies with strong and growing competitive  
  advantages, trading at discounts to their intrinsic values.
2  To provide you with the support, insight, and research necessary to execute StockInvestor’s  
  wide-moat strategy—a strategy positioned to thrive in any economic climate. 

I focus exclusively on companies that have what we call an “economic moat”—a sustainable 
advantage that protects economic profits from the competition. As much as possible, I also  
look for companies whose competitive positions are strengthening over time, with exemplary 
management teams overseeing strategy and capital allocation. 

I buy these stocks when they are trading for a meaningful discount to the fair value of the 
underlying business, and then I sell them only when better opportunities arise. It’s a strategy 
that has proved itself for more than a decade, through both bull and bear markets.

Morningstar has a small army of analysts digging through company reports; talking to manage-
ment, customers, and suppliers; and doing all the hard work of uncovering the market’s best 
opportunities. In each issue, I distill their research into actionable ideas, while bringing you our 
latest thinking on the business trends that will determine the success of your investments.

So what can you expect from your subscription? In each monthly issue, you’ll find:

 p StockInvestor’s real-money, market-beating Tortoise and Hare portfolios, with my commentary 
 on recent transactions and performance.
 p The Wide-Moat Watchlist: a list of more than 140 of the best companies in the world, along  
 with relevant data.
 p The Expanding-Moat Watchlist: the cheapest companies in our coverage universe whose  
 competitive positions are strengthening over time.
 p In-depth analysis of interesting companies, industry trends, the economy, and—most of  
 all—economic moats!

We all know how important timely information is to investing, so in between the monthly news-
letters, you’ll also have access to our website at msi.morningstar.com. Here you can track the 
portfolios, the Wide-Moat Watchlist, and the Expanding-Moat Watchlist in real time. By signing 
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up for email alerts you will know when I have executed a trade. Every Friday, I summarize the 
week’s portfolio news and provide my latest thoughts on the market. Finally, you can access a 
PDF version of the monthly newsletter a few days before it arrives in the mail. 

If you prefer to access content through your tablet, be sure to download StockInvestor for iPad 
directly from the App StoreSM. Our iPad app allows you to read current and past issues, see  
real-time data right from the articles, and search across your library.  And all of this is free with 
your subscription!

You will need your subscription ID to access our website or register for the iPad edition. The ID 
number should be printed next to your address on the mailing label of every newsletter. If  
you have any trouble, please don’t hesitate to call our customer support line at 312-424-4288. 

While you’re visiting the msi.morningstar.com website, be sure to sign up for email alerts by 
clicking “Email alerts” in the upper right corner and checking the first box to “receive email 
commentary.” If you don’t sign up for email alerts, you are missing out on half of the value of 
your subscription.

Finally, if you ever have any questions or feedback (both good and bad), please contact me at 
matthew.coffina@morningstar.com. I read every single email I receive, and I attempt to answer 
as many of them as possible.

Again, welcome to StockInvestor. I look forward to bringing you quality investment ideas for 
years to come.

Sincerely,

Matt Coffina, CFA
Editor
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